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N1. Special cops, app to ensure tourist safety in Arunachal
The Shillong Times - Nov. 04 , 2018
NIC (National Informatics Centre) did a fantastic job by launching the Arunachal Police Mobile App,
which is a one-stop solution to all your tourists' ...

N2. State to join vehicle, driving licence repository
The Hindu : Nov. 03 , 2018
Web apps ‘Vahan’ and ‘Sarathi’ will facilitate easy access to data on vehicles and driving licences
Kerala will formally join the Transport Mission Mode Project’s flagship uniform pan-India applications
‘Vahan’ for vehicle registration and ‘Sarathi’ for driving licence on November 7.

N3. Soon, pay your traffic fine through e-challan
Times of India- Nov. 05 , 2018
We have already met stakeholders like the national informatics centre (NIC) and have received the
government's nod. This service will be rolled ...
N4. Fast ferry services to start on Sunday
Onmanorama-03-Nov. 03 , 2018
The officials said talks are on with the National Informatics Centre to facilitate online booking for the
boat service. Seasons tickets will also be available in the near future. Shaji V Nair informed that SWTD
would tie up with ...

N5. 2.85L records of HR&CE land in database
The New Indian Express- Nov. 03 , 2018
The database of the lands is being developed with the help of National Informatics Centre interface. It is
learnt that the HR&CE department identified the lands by ...
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M1. India and Japan Collaborate for AI, IoT and Security Tech To Co-Develop Unmanned

Ground Vehicles
IndianWeb2 : Nov. 05.2018
A Memorandum of Cooperation (MoC) was inked between the Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology and Ministry of Economy, Trade and ...
M2. e-waste management a worry
The Hindu-Nov. 04 , 2018
... to the fore during a sensitisation and training programme organised by the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology during the last few days here.

M2. India, Zimbabwe ink six agreements
Financial Express-Nov. 04 , 2018
An action plan was signed between the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology of the
Republic of India and the Ministry of Information ...

M3. STPI inks MoU with Fab Foundation to set up fabrication lab in ...
Business Standard-Nov. 03 , 2018

... body under the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (Meity), has ... She also visited
Odisha and met the secretary of the state Electronics and IT ...
M4. 'Biometric data necessary for innovation in fintech'
The Hindu BusinessLine-Nov. 03 , 2018
There should be a healthy balance between openness, availability, utilisation and privacy of data to
promote innovation, said the Minister for Electronics and IT ...
M5. IT-Madras develops India's first microprocessor 'Shakti'
Jagran Josh-Nov. 05 , 2018
It is partly funded by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY), as part of twodecade-old efforts to develop indigenous microprocessors.
CS1.Linking Social Media A/C To Aadhaar: Madras HC Tells YouTube ...
Live Law- Nov. 05 , 2018
Justice S Manikumar refused to grant the request of Google India that a fresh ... not provide details to the
probe agency in case of commission of any cyber crime.
CS2. India Ranks 12th in World Regarding Dangers on Web: Kaspersky Lab
DATAQUEST- Nov. 05 , 2018
According to a recent report by Kaspersky Lab, India is ranked 12th worldwide for when it comes to the
dangers associated with surfing the web. Q3 in India saw ...
CS3. Cyber attacks becoming more frequent in India
Hindustan Times-Nov. 03 ,2018
India's top IT security official said that the cyber threats faced by India are no different than those faced
by other countries. “The attacks ...

CS4. Mcafee expands portfolio to improve both data protection and threat prevention
Economic Times : Nov. 05 , 2018
McAfee, the cybersecurity company that was spun off as a standalone security business from Intel Corp.
last year is betting big on cloud security.
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O2. 'Efforts on to create skilled manpower for fintech firms'
The Hindu-Nov. 05 , 2018
... create job-ready manpower for the business process management and other fintech firms,” Software
Technology Parks of India Joint Dir
O3. Government should lower prices of airwaves: 5G Forum chief
Economic Times- Nov. 05 , 2018
The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India has recommended a base price of Rs ... If all the radio waves
are sold at the prices suggested by Trai, the Centre may ...
O4. Aadhaar verdict a “big win” for the people of India, says UIDAI CEO
The Hindu Businessline : Nov. 04 , 2018

The recent Supreme Court verdict on Aadhaar has ensured stronger safeguards which will accelerate
India’s digital journey
O5. ‘Aadhaar is for govt services, should not be used for absolutely everything’
The Hindu Businessline : Nov. 04 , 2018
McAfee said cyber crime has become more of a societal issue. In an interview to BusinessLine, he spoke
about privacy concerns in national identity projects like Aadhaar and the need for better security in IoTenabled or smart devices. Edited Excerpts
O6. 5G: How it will change the network world?
Expresscomputer : Nov. 03 , 2018
Gartner’s Hype cycle chronicles the innovation triggers that is re-defining the technology trends of the
future. This year’s future-ready movements include the dominance of immersive technologies, digitalized
eco-systems, democratized AI and ubiquitous infrastructure.

